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Wind speed forecasting is most needed due to its essentiality in wind farm 

and power system control and planning operation. Due to the increase of 

energy demands in order to meet the energy requirement wind energy receive 

a center of attraction because of its huge amount of availability and eco-

friendly characteristics. Though numerous researches implemented different 

wind speed forecasting models, exact forecasting with the greatest accuracy 

is still thrusting topic in research. This article proposes two fold novel 

techniques for long-term wind speed forecasting namely improved spike 

prop algorithm incorporate spiking neural network (SNN) and improved 

modified grey wolf optimization algorithm (IMGWOA) based hybrid 
technique (SNN-IMGWOA). Proposed long-term forecasting technique 

using spiking neural network optimized through improved modified grew 

wolf optimization algorithm suitability and performance evaluation analyzed 

and compared with various earlier optimization algorithm namely GA, ES, 

PSO, ABC, GSA, CS, CSS and GWO and improved spike prop algorithm 

associated spiking neural network superiority confirmed with comparison 

between various traditional techniques such as Persistence, ARIMA, BPN, 

MLPN, RBFN, ELMAN Network  and SVM. Simulations performed based 

on the observed real-time wind data’s; numerical results and analyzes prove 

the virtue of proposed techniques.  

 
                   Copy Right, IJAR, 2016,. All rights reserved. 

 

Introduction:- 
Wind speed forecasting is generally divided into four types’ namely very short-term, short-term, medium-term and 

long-term wind speed forecasting. Long-term wind speed forecasting is doing favors in decision-making for reserve 

requirement, scheduling, dispatching, maintenance, integration, planning and operational management to aid optimal 

operating cost. Wind is complex and exhibits several levels of seasonality. Wind speed forecasting is very difficult 

due to the various factors influencing the wind speed and it is one of the important hot topics and this reflected in 

literature: Mohandes et al (2004) proposed wind speed prediction model based on support vector machine. Thanasis 

G. Barbounis et al (2006) presented local recurrent neural network based long-term forecasting model in order to 

forecasts wind speed and wind power. Tarek H. M. El-Fouly et al (2008) suggested linear time-series based 
prediction model for 24 hours ahead wind speed and direction prediction. Erasmo Cadenas and Wilfrido Rivera 

(2010) carried out work on hybrid (ARIMA-ANN) based forecasting model for wind speed forecasting. Gong Li and 

Jing Shi (2010) performed an analysis of one hour ahead wind speed forecasting using three artificial neural 

networks such as back propagation network, radial basis function network and adaptive linear element network. 

Hassen Bouzgou and Nabil Benoudjit (2011) carried out work on wind speed prediction using multiple architecture 

system (MAS). Ortiz-García et al (2011) performed banks of support vector machine based short-term wind speed 
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prediction model. Akinci (2011) presented multi-layer feed-forward neural network based short-term wind speed 

forecasting. Aubai Alkhatib et al (2012) performed two layers of feed-forward back propagation with gradient 

algorithm based short-term wind speed prediction. Junghoon Lee et al (2012) pointed out artificial neural network 

based wind speed prediction. Gupta et al (2012) suggested a four layer back propagation neural network based wind 

speed forecasting in Jaipur. Wang et al (2012) presented radial basis function neural network based one hour ahead 

wind speed prediction.  
 

Deligiorgi et al (2013) pointed out wind speed estimation by means of the artificial neural networks. Azad et al 

(2014) performed neural network based pattern recognition and long-term wind speed forecasting. Daraeepour and 

Echeverri (2014) proposed multi-variable neural network based day ahead hourly wind speed prediction. Diksha 

Kaur et al (2014) established hybrid approach (wavelet transform- Auto regressive moving average) based one hour 

ahead wind speed forecasting. Velo et al (2014) developed back propagation learning based multi-layer perceptron 

network for annual average wind speed estimation. Xinxinzhu et al (2014) suggested short-term wind speed 

forecasting using modified regime switching space-time diurnal method. Yin et al (2014) performed principal 

component analysis and rough set theory associated Elman neural network for short-term wind speed forecasting. 

Liu et al (2015) carried out a performance investigation of decomposing algorithms adopted multi-layer perceptron 

and ANFIS neural networks based hybrid wind speed forecasting models. Ramasamy et al (2015) presented daily 

mean wind speed prediction based on multi-layer perceptron network. Sangita B. Patil and Bapu K. Patil (2015) 
pointed out a day ahead wind speed prediction model using support vector machine. Wang et al (2015) suggested 

Elman recurrent neural network based hybrid forecasting models for medium-term wind speed forecasting. 

Madhiarasan and Deepa (2016) established wind speed forecasting using improved back propagation networks. 

Madhiarasan and Deepa (2016) developed different time scale wind speed prediction using novel ensemble neural 

networks and proposed approach performance substantiated with K–fold cross validation. Madhiarasan and Deepa 

(2016) carried out comparative performance investigation of different time scale wind speed forecasting using six 

artificial neural networks. Remarks: Among the six artificial neural networks based forecasting model recursive 

radial basis function neural network perform well with the least statistical error and higher forecasting accuracy 

validation on all three wind farm data set.  

 

Spiking neurons are an artificial neuron that resembles biological counterpart, a neural network developed based on 
these neurons called as spiking neural network. Hodgkin and Huxley (1952) pointed out spiking neural network 

(SNN) with the existence of several complexity implications. Gerstner (1995) evolved spike response model (SRM). 

Sander M Bohte et al (2001) developed supervised learning rule spike prop for spiking neural network. Yaochu Jin 

et al. (2007) carried out solution for classification issues by means of the spiking neural network with the 

introduction of pareto-based evolutionary optimization. Spiking neural network possesses special characteristics, 

namely enhanced network accuracy, more realistic and powerful computation compared with other traditional 

artificial neural networks.  

 

Even though the artificial neural network has good ability to solve the complex problems in some cases it suffers 

from local minima, convergence issues, higher computational time and loss of generalization capability. Therefore, 

optimization algorithm introduced in artificial neural network to avoid the above said problems because 

optimization algorithm generally facilitates global optimal solution, faster convergence and assists the neural 
network to produce promising results with reduced computational time. Over past decades numerous optimization 

algorithms proposed based on inspiration of nature. Holland (1992) suggests a genetic algorithm (GA). Ingo 

Rechenberg (1994) pointed out evolution strategies (ES). Kennedy and Eberhart (1995) developed particle swarm 

optimization (PSO). Karaboga and Basturk (2007) established artificial bee colony (ABC) algorithm. Rashedi et al 

(2009) evolved gravitational search algorithm (GSA). Yang and Deb (2009) present cuckoo search (CS) algorithm. 

Kaveh and Talatahari (2010) performed charged system search (CSS) optimization algorithm. Mirjalili et al (2014) 

implements grey wolf optimizer (GWO). Madhiarasan and Deepa (2016) suggested Modified grey wolf optimizer 

(MGWO). 

 

Henceforth, this article addresses new improved spike prop algorithm and novel hybrid technique (SNN-IMGWOA) 

applied for wind speed forecasting. Simulations performed based on the observed real-time wind data’s. The 
proposed techniques have not been proposed by researcher elsewhere, it shows the novelty of this article. 

 

This article organized as follows: Section 1 presents the introduction and literature review related to wind speed 

forecasting and spiking neural network. Section 2 illustrates about proposed improved spike prop associated spiking 
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neural network framework and modeling. Proposed technique implementation process flow defined in Section 3. 

Section 4 describes the novel optimization algorithm and hybrid technique (SNN-IMGWOA). The simulation results 

of the proposed techniques and discussion are given in Section 5. Section 6 gives a conclusion.  

 

Proposed Technique Framework and Modeling:- 
Spiking neural network is one of the third generation artificial neural networks, which utilize the neural code of 

accurately timed spike. In spiking neural network information from one neuron conveyed to other neurons by means 

of spikes instead of analog signals. All neurons in a spiking neural networks communicated by means of spike. In 

spiking neural network inputs and output of spiking neurons called as spike train. Spike train is nothing but it is a 

series of firing times. One firing time represents the instant the neuron has fired a pulse or spike. Spiking neurons 

perform as a leaky Integrator of the incoming spikes and its potential modeled by a dynamic variable. Input weights 

impact on post synaptic potential (PSP), the PSP is increments (rise) for the positive weights and decrements (decay) 

for the negative weights. The neuron fires a spike when the predefined threshold level is less than the integrated sum 
of the incoming spike. Spike has depended on the PSP. Spiking neural network consists of numerous number of 

connections between independent neurons of successive layers. Spike response model (SRM) is a relationship 

between the input spikes and the internal state variables. Set of spikes with firing times ft applied to the input 

neurons U and hidden neurons H . When the membrane potential greater than the threshold value, the output neuron 

O fires a spike. Connection weights between the two neurons expressed as internal state variable. Figure.1 represents 

the architecture of the proposed perceptron spiking neural network, input layer composed of seven attributes, hidden 

layer contain nine hidden neurons and output layer consist of single neurons. Composition of several delayed 
synaptic terminals exist between each and every input neuron to hidden neuron and hidden neuron to output neuron. 

Figure.2 depicts the linkage from hidden to the output neuron composed of several delays and synaptic terminals. 

 

Figure.1:- Proposed perceptron spiking neural network architecture. 
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Figure.2:- Linkage from hidden to the output neuron composed of several delays and synaptic terminals. 

 
Mathematical Modeling:- 

The Improved spike prop algorithm proposed, the improved spike prop algorithm is a back propagation algorithm 

with incorporation of momentum factor. Improved spike prop algorithm formidable to make the faster convergence 

than the spike prop algorithm. Proposed improved spike prop algorithm performs the following computations. 

Calculate un weighted contribution of input and hidden layer associated spikes to the synaptic terminals as given 

below: 
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 ftZ - un weighted contribution of all spikes to the synaptic terminals.  

sd - Delay between the two nodes in the 
ths  synaptic terminals. 

 ft - Spike response function. It helps to shape the post synaptic potential (PSP) a neuron.  

m - Membrane potential decay (decrements) time constant. 

Linkage weights between two neurons expressed as internal state variables. The internal state variables illustrated by 

means of spike response function, weighted by the synaptic efficacy. 

Compute internal state vector of hidden neurons 
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Compute internal state vector of output neurons 
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Compute statistical error 
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Weights modification,  

Weight adjustment between hidden to output layer 
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Weight adjustment between inputs to hidden layer 
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Weight updating with the inclusion of momentum factor  
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Implementation Process Flow:- 
The proposed wind speed forecasting technique based on 3 layered spiking neural networks with a single hidden 

layer consist of nine hidden neurons step by step process flow is given as follows: 

 

Process 1: Data observation and data scaling 

 

Real-time data patterns consist of seven input variables, namely wind speed, wind direction, relative humidity, air 

pressure, precipitation of water content, temperature, dew point utilized in this research obtained from National 

Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration, United States over the period from January 2003 to December 2014. The 
observed wind data consists of 1, 50,000 data patterns for each considered input variable. Observed real-time input 

variables minimum and maximum ranges presented in Table.1. 

The Table.1 shows that the observed data patterns are raw real-time data’s consist of various units and various 

ranges. Hence, data scaling required scales the raw real-time data in the range of 0 to 1. In this work min max data 

scaling method used and its computation equation is given as below: 

Scaled real-time observed data’s,   '

min_
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                            (13) 

where, obU  - observed input data, min_obU - minimum of observed input data, max_obU - maximum of observed 

input data,
'

min_tU - minimum of the target , 
'

max_tU - maximum of the target. 

 

Table.1:- Real-time data patterns range. 

 
Process 2: Initialize and set the implementation parameters, as given in Table.2. 

 

S. No Input Variables Units Range of input variables 

1 Wind Speed sm /  1-14 

2 Wind Direction Degree 0.1-360 

3 Relative Humidity Percentage 48-98 

4 Air Pressure mbar 1000-1030 

5 Precipitation of Water Content Percentage 15-60 

6 Temperature Degree. Celsius 17-32 
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Table.2:- Spiking neural network implementation parameters 

Process 3: Training and testing stages 

 

In general, the performance of the neural network influence by means of the training and testing set division, 
proposed techniques tested with various divisions of training and testing set while the performance improves by 

70% of data’s for training and 30% of data’s for testing. Hence, during training and testing stages, observed data 

patterns are randomly divided into training (70 % of data patterns) and testing (30% data patterns) sets. 

 

Process 4: Compute forecast performance indicator of trained neural network 

 

Proposed technique, performances analyzed based on the mean square error (MSE), mean absolute error (MAE), 

root mean square error (RMSE) and mean absolute percentage error (MAPE) criteria. The forecast performance 

indicator equations are given as below:  

MSE =  
2

1
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MAPE =  



N

dp

dpdpdp OOO
N 1

'100
                                                                                                                        (17) 

where, N - number of data patterns,
'

dpO - observed real output, dpO - average observed real output, dpO is forecast 

output.  

 

Optimization Technique (IMGWOA):- 
In neural network weight optimization is an essential process and its leads to the best network accuracy. Therefore, 

this article proposes a new optimization algorithm, namely improved modified grey wolf optimization algorithm for 

spiking neural network in order to do weights and delays optimization. Improved modified grey wolf optimization 

algorithm explicitly overcomes the implications such as tendency to stick into local minima, higher computational 

time and slower convergence. Efficacy of IMGWOA analyzed for spiking neural network weights and delays 

optimization, application of wind speed forecasting. 

 

Improved Modified Grey Wolf Optimization Algorithm (IMGWOA) 
 

Mirjalili et al (2014) established GWO to obtain better performance by finding the global optimum. In this article 

improved modified grey wolf optimization algorithm proposed, which resembles the features of grey wolf hunting 

and social leadership. Grey wolf hunting involves the following steps: explore target to attack (prey or victim), 

chasing and around the target, exploit the target. In order to reduce computational complexity and convergence of 

the grey wolf optimizer, division of populations minimized as three groups instead of four groups because generally 

wolves’ θ and ζ are the most responsible and important wolves which have the capability to guide other wolves. 

Proposed Technique Parameters Parametric Values 

SNN Input neurons   7 

 Number of hidden layer  1 

 Number of hidden neurons 9 

 Output neuron 1 

 Epoch 1000 

 Delay time constant (τm) 6 ms 

 Learning rate (α) 0.0001 

 Momentum factor (η)         0.9 
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Hence, the subordinate wolves and the least rank wolves grouped in the single group which reduce the 

computational complexity and meanwhile the worst position of each group considered in the updating process which 

minimized convergence time and leads to improved performance. Improved Modified grey wolf optimization 

algorithm facilitates higher rank of exploration and exploitation compared with GWO and other existing algorithms. 

The population is split into three groups theta ( ), zeta ( ) and psi ( ) for the proposed IMGWOA.  

 

Promising area of the solution space achieved by the wolves   based on the guidance of the first two fittest wolves 

such as theta ( ) and zeta ( ). The wolves update their position around and  during optimization process are 

given as below: 

     iPiPiPGD worstp


                                                                                                                           (18) 

    DHiPiP


1                                                                                                                                           (19) 

where, i  - Current Epoch, P


- Position vector of the grey wolf, pP


- Position vector of the prey, H


& G


- 

Coefficient vectors. 

Coefficient vectors computed as follows: 

uvuH


 12 , 
22 vG

 where, u


- Set to linearly decreased from 2 to 0 during the course of epochs, 1v


& 

2v


- Random vector between 0 & 1. 

The rest of the search agents (  wolves) update their position based on the best first two fitness solutions such 

as ,   expressed as follows: 

worstPPPGD


  1                                                                                                                                     (20) 
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  2                                                                                                                                   (21) 
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where, P


- Position of the first best solution ( ), P


- Position of the second best solution ( ), P


- Current 

position, i - Number of epochs, 21, HH


- Random vectors. 

The approximate distance between the present solution and ,  respectively computed based on the equations 

(20)-(21). The final position of the present solution computed after the distance computations are expressed in 

equations (22)-(24). Coefficient vectors are highly influenced for exploration and exploitation; if 1G it promoted 

exploration meanwhile 1H exploitation is emphases. 

 

SNN-IMGWOA:- 

Spiking neural network produce the least performance forecast indicator (MSE) with the best combination of inter 

linkage weights and delays, but exploring the best inter linkage weights and delays are tough task and become 

attractive in research fields. Hence, spiking neural network the best optimal inter linkage weights and delays 

obtained using a new Meta heuristic algorithm (IMGWOA). The presented hybrid technique (SNN-IMGWOA) 

based wind speed forecasting process flow depicted in Figure.3 and block diagram representation of the proposed 

technique shown in Figure.4. Mean square error (MSE) is generally used performance measure for evaluation of a 

spiking neural network. Hence, the minimization of MSE is used as a fitness function for the proposed IMGWOA. 

The optimal weights and delays of the spiking neural network provided by means of the IMGWOA, IMGWOA 

perform minimization MSE based on modification of weights and delays. Weights and delays modifying of wolves 

are highly influenced based on the  wolf, the best weights and delays searched by means of the IMGWOA in order 

to improve the convergence, accuracy and minimizes spiking neural network error. Weights and delays optimized 
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until MSE reaches to negligible lower value. An improved Modified Gray Wolf Optimization algorithm 

(IMGWOA) posse better convergence and reduces computational complexity than that of the GWO. In order to 

substantiate the performance capability of the proposed technique (SNN-IMGWOA), spiking neural network weight 

optimization performed with the different existing optimization algorithms, namely GA, ES, PSO, ABC, GSA, CS, 

CSS and GWO.   

 

Figure.3:- Hybrid technique process flow. 
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Figure.4:- Pictorial representation of SNN-IMGWOA. 

 

Results and discussion:- 
Simulation of proposed SNN and SNN-IMGWOA performed in MATLAB version 2009(a). The hardware 

configuration of the personal computer utilized is an Acer dual core processor with 2GHZ, 2 GB RAM and the 

operating system utilized is window 7.  

 

Forecasting result, comparative analysis with traditional methods:- 

Improved spike prop algorithm expedites speed up convergence by the inclusion of a momentum factor in back 

propagation stage. Compared with sigmoidal neurons, network with spiking neurons are computationally much 

stronger and facilitate enhanced accuracy. Numerical results illustrate the capability of the proposed spiking neural 

network with an improved spike prop algorithm for wind speed forecasting. Table.3 compares the simulation results 

achieved by traditional techniques and proposed technique. From the Table.3 it is obvious that the presented 

improved spike prop algorithm associated SNN based winds speed forecasting technique result with the least 
forecast performance indicators when compared to other methods. Simulation results achieved by the proposed 

technique such as a comparison between observed and forecast wind speed and the relation between observed and 

forecast wind speed shown in Figure.5 and 6. Due to the space limitation only a part of the result with 8000 data 

patterns represented in Figure.5. According to the Figure.5 it could be noticed that the forecast wind speeds are 

greatly matched with the observed wind speed for long-term horizon forecasting. Figure.6 gives a clear view about 

the linear relationship between forecast and observed wind speed.  Forecast performance indicator vs. Forecasting 

techniques, graph shown in Figure.7, from this figure, it could be seen that SNN based wind speed forecasting made 

the best performance in terms of very lower forecast performance indicators than other traditional techniques.  
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Figure.5:- Comparison between observed and forecast wind speed. 
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Figure.6:- Relation between observed and forecast wind speed. 

 

Table.3:- Numerical results comparison between traditional and proposed techniques. 

 

Figure.7:- Forecasting techniques vs. performance indicators. 

 

 

Techniques 

Forecast Performance Indicator 

MSE MAE RMSE MAPE 

Persistent 3.8425 1.3496 1.9602 39.3220 

ARIMA 0.0046 0.0302 0.0675 0.3725 

BPN (7-9-1) 0.0023 0.0088 0.0476 0.2573 

MLPN (7-9-1) 1.5528e-06 0.0010 0.0012 0.0305 

RBFN (7-9-1) 6.7797e-07 6.7235e-04 8.2339e-04 0.0196 

EN (7-9-1) 0.0025 0.0354 0.0503 0.4364 

SVM (7-9-1) 1.6021e-07 3.4294e-04 4.0026e-04 0.0100 

SNN (7-9-1) 2.7362e-11 3.4550e-06 5.2309e-06 7.1403e-05 
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Forecasting results comparative analysis with other algorithms:- 

The proposed long-term wind speed forecasting hybrid technique SNN-IMGWOA effectiveness verified by 

performing simulations on observed real-time wind data’s and compared the results obtained with other earlier 

algorithms. The obtained results averaged over a 30 trials make sure network parameters fixed as constant for each 

run. On each trial optimization algorithm applied for a maximum of 200 epochs, population size is set as 100 and u


 

is linearly decrements from 2 to 0 during the epoch. Quantitative and qualitative analyzes carried out for SNN 

weights and delays optimization with different existing and proposed optimization algorithm tabulated in Table.4. 

Numerical simulation results and analysis evidence that the developed SNN-IMGWOA based wind speed 

forecasting technique achieve extremely higher forecasting accuracy in terms of smaller performance error indicator 

(MSE) than that of other existing algorithms.  

 

Table.4. Experimental comparison between earlier and proposed algorithm based SNN. 

Conclusion:- 
In this article a novel (SNN-IMGWOA) hybrid based forecasting technique and improved spike prop algorithm 

adopted spiking neural network proposed for wind speed forecasting in the long-term forecast horizon. The 

suggested improved spike prop algorithm incorporated spiking neural network’s outperform ability proven with a 

comparison of other traditional techniques such as persistence, ARIMA, BPN, MLP, RBFN, EN and SVM. In this 

work different earlier optimization algorithm, namely GA, ES, PSO, ABC, GSA, CS, CSS and GWO used for 

weights and delays optimization of spiking neural network due to explicitly prove that the proposed improved 
modified grey wolf optimization algorithm based spiking neural network make superior terrific efficiency. 

Comparative analysis implies that the proposed techniques make very encouraging higher forecasting accuracy with 

low forecast performance indicators. 
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